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Newsletter 
2020-2021 

March 2020 

Kingham Primary School The Green, Kingham, CHIPPING NORTON, OX7 6YD 

During term time, this monthly newsletter will be sent out near the end of each month via ParentMail and availble on our website.  The 
content differs from the weekly bulletins, offering more in-depth coverage and celebrations of events within school and our community 

Welcome to our September Newsletter by Ms Bretta Townend-Jowitt 

It is amazing to think we have already been back in school for a month – it is so lovely to see the building full of children again and 
the teachers to be able to stand in front of them to teach. Everyone has se led back to school really well.  

A huge welcome to our new nursery and recep on parents – it is lovely to have you as part of our KPS family. I know that as we have 
staggered drop off and pick ups you will not quite have the same opportunity to meet parents in your own or other year groups. The 
playground is usually one big community of all parents and pupils of KPS and I am certainly missing this chance to meet you, get to 
know you and chat to parents. 

Thank you to parents for being so understanding and co-opera ve with the measures we have put in place to mi gate the risks of 
transmission of the virus – I we have had a few hiccups and we will need to con nue to monitor and adapt where needed, but with 
230 pupils in over 140 families I think it is currently working well. If you have any comments or sugges ons please let me know via 
the office email address. 

You will be aware that we cannot mix between year groups and mix families so school and KPSA events are currently on hold. 
Parents’ evening will be held remotely and as a staff we are considering how we can complete virtual events as we move towards 
Christmas – further details to follow. 

Take care, keep safe. 

Ms Bre a Townend-Jowi  

Nursery by Miss Jenkinson 
 
 My goodness me, what a wonderful start to the new academic year. The Nursery 
children have se led into their new rou ne without once seeming phased by all 
the extra hand washing and cleaning. They have enjoyed all the ac vi es on offer 
in Nursery from forest me, to baking, pain ng, playdough, and Lego.  
However, the place they like to be the most is in our new redeveloped outdoor 
space (more to follow on this in a later report). The Nursery team are all very 
proud in how they have se led, and we are looking forward to an exci ng year of 
playing and learning.  
 
At the end of last year, you will remember messages coming out to parents asking 
for donations to help support the infant department. We were hoping to 
introduce more play-based learning in Year 1 and had a whole range of outdoor 

asks for the EYFS garden. We were quite simply overwhelmed with your kindness, and the children of Kingham are already 
benefiting from all your donations.  
 

Thanks to the hard work of the team of teachers and TAs in the department, learning 
environments are something we are all proud of and there have been some exciting new 
additions to the EYFS garden. Thank you once 
again for all your kindness - we hope we will be 
able to share the changes with you in person at 
some point. We must also make mention to Mr 
Stringer, our caretaker, who brought some of our 
projects to life!  
 
Miss Jenkinson on behalf of the team 
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Reception by Mrs Warburton 
 

A big welcome to our new Reception 
children and their families  

Our new reception class have been 
settling well into life within Kingham 
Primary School. They have been learning 
all the daily routines such as sitting on 
the carpet, lining up and eating their 
lunches.  

Our daily phonics sessions are in full 
swing and we are starting to blend those 
sounds together to make words too.  

They have had great fun in our newly renovated outdoor area, the children have thoroughly 
enjoyed lots of investigation and learning using all our fantastic new resources, including 
our new maths tent, giant toadstool and water wall. It has been fantastic to watch them 
grow in their independence in these first few week.  

Well done to them all and keep up the fantastic work.  

Year 1 by Mrs Walsh 
 

  
The children have made a great start in Year One and are really enjoying exploring the 
classroom and resources available.  
 
 
 
 
The new outside area is proving very popular 
with the class and we’ve been making the 
most of the nice weather that we have had.  
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 Year 2 by Miss Ralf 
 

The start of the academic year in Year 2 has been one of great excitement as the children 
have immersed themselves into the fascinating world of 1666: The Great Fire of London. 
Our historical journey began with the children taking on the role of the famous Samuel 
Pepys , where they thought of their own questions to ask about the fire, recording their 
lines of enquiry by candlelight using a quill, ink and their very own pad of tea stained 
paper! From there, they have compared and contrasted differences in 17th Century life 
from people, transport, houses and overall street life. Last week, they created a job advert 
for the London Gazette, the well-known London newspaper of the time, describing the 
skills needed for the job title, as well as a salary and a way in which the applicant could 

respond to the advert. We had adverts for Firemen, Spinsters, Chimney Sweeps, Blacksmiths and even a Gong Farmer!  

Our poetry work in English has fully captured the children’s enthusiasm about the fire, writing their 
own sense poem with a wealth of powerful and interesting adjectives to describe the frightful scenes 
of Pudding Lane as it set alight. We even had a go at using a thesaurus to improve our vocabulary 
and avoid Miss Ralf’s ‘boring’ words of ‘nice’ and ‘big’! 

In Maths, we have kick started our knowledge of all things number and place value, in particular 
having great fun with building numbers using different equipment- we even explained how we could 
use sweets found in a shop on Pudding Lane, to represent the tens and ones in a 2-digit number! 

Our science topic has allowed us to explore the properties of different materials found in the Great 
Fire, as well as explaining why or why not these properties were suitable for the objects discovered. 
For example, we uncovered a fireman’s hat made of glass and a Tudor window made of just wood! 
Both of which the children explained as being unsuitable, using the words ‘opaque’ and ‘transparent’. 

And that’s just English, maths and science! The children’s appetite for learning has been remarkable and this has certainly been 
reflected in all of the impressive work they have done so far in Year 2! 

Year 3  by Miss Allemann 

 

Since coming back to school, Year 4 
have been busy learning about the 
Romans. We have been researching 
all kinds of horrible facts about the 
various Emperors and the 
ques onable choices they have 
made.  

We have also been busy showing the 
erup on of Mount Vesuvius by 
emula ng the work of famous pop 
ar st, Andy Warhol.  

Year 4 have had a wonderful start to 
the year, it's been lovely to have a 
class of smiling faces again! 
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Year 4 by Mrs Mahony 
 

We have had a wonderful start to the new term. 
The children have come into class engaged and 
enthusiastic to learn and they’ve certainly 
settled into KS2 with ease. 

In learning about the history of the Romans, 
we’ve appreciated the importance of a wolf and 
a woodpecker in the beginning of this 
fascinating empire. There’s so much more to 
learn … and we are looking forward to that! 

We are lucky, too, that we have the front garden 
attached to our classroom. We are already 
planning to revive the flower-beds and even 
plant a small apple tree. We have also begun to 
notice increased activity on the bird feeding 
stations and we’ll soon be conducting our first 
‘bird survey’, which we know they’ll enjoy. 

Mrs Hill, Mrs Jones and I are all looking forward to quenching the thirst for knowledge that we have seen so far. And having lots of 
fun along the way!  

 
 

Year 5 by Miss Woskett 
 
 
In true WW2 style, the children have embraced learning a new style of dance. Working hard learning the steps to the Charleston and 
the Lambeth Walk!  
 
This week we will plan our own interpre ve dance, which will tell the story of a war me event.  
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Year 6 by Miss Smith 
 

 

 As our WW1 journey begins, we find ourselves in No-Man's Land, measuring 
metres for barbed wire entanglements and problem solving; inves ga ng 
shadows with soldiers, and angles of incident in science.  

We deliver fascina ng accounts from rela ves in WW1, and get ac ve with maths 
orienteering. We are currently building trenches, and wri ng emo ve pieces from 
the brave souls on Night Patrol... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forest School by Ms Rose 
 

 We have had a fantas c start to our Forest School sessions and all the children have approached their outdoor learning with 
enthusiasm and energy! We have been lucky to have experienced some warm and dry weather so far this term, however, as we move 
further into autumn please ensure that your child has plenty of layers, a hat, gloves, and wellington boots. Waterproof coats/jackets 
and waterproof trousers are essen al as we will venture outside in all weathers. 

 

Year 1 have been exploring the mini-beasts living in our woodlands, using bug-pots and ID 
sheets to iden fy the different creatures. The children have been using the magnifiers to 
look closely at their different features such as antennae and coun ng their legs. The class 
have also been pu ng up shelters, discovering the best structure to keep us dry from the 
rain.  

 

Year 2 have been learning about the different plant species in the 
woodland, labelling the parts of a flowering plant and iden fying 
the trees growing in our wood.  The class have also been prac sing 
direc onal language, including right, le , quarter, half, three-
quarter and full turns. 
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Year 3 have been developing their understanding of the parts of a flowering plant, using real plant 
species to create their own labelled drawings.  They have been comparing the leaf shapes and seeds of 
the trees to help them to recognise the different species.  The class have been doing their own risk 
assessments of the woodland. 

 

 

 

 

Year 4 have learning about the layers of the 
woodland – canopy, understorey, field layer and 
ground layer - and iden fying the trees and plants 
in the woodland that make up each layer. The class 
have also been using their engineering skills to 
construct towers out of s cks, and designing their 
own camp shelters. 

 

 

Year 5 have been using the trundle wheels and metre rules to calculate the perimeter and 
area of the woods and the different zones within the Forest School site.  The class have 
also been producing diagrams showing the woodland habitat, and the species that inhabit 
each layer. 

 

 

 

 

Year 6 have been calcula ng the woodland area and using 
their Maths skills to convert between different units of 
measure.   They have also been es ma ng the height of 
trees and designing and building shelters to protect them 
from the wind.   

 

Linked to their World War topics, Years 5 and 6 also took part in a team challenge to get 
themselves and all their equipment across the muddy ba lefield, building a camp and 

ar llery and learning semaphore!    
 

 


